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WFD classification
- still our most important metric
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% of rivers at good ecological status/potential in England for cycle 1 and 2 classifications



Working with others we 
are succeeding in 
improving water quality, 
but there is more to do
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Principles for km enhanced metric
• A simple and intuitive indicator of activity in all 

water body types

• Records contributions from all organisations 
towards improving the water environment

• Complements formal WFD classification results

• Driven by river basin management plan 
objectives

• ‘Length of water courses improved’ identified as a 
performance measure in ‘Our 25 year plan to 
improve the environment’
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Reporting km enhanced

failing 
element

reason 
for not 
achieving 
good 
identified

action to 
address 
reason 
for not 
achievin
g good 
delivered

move 
towards 
achieving 
objective 
set in 
second 
cycle 
RBMP
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Programmes and mechanisms of delivery
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km enhanced through the GiA
funded ‘Environment Programme’

km enhanced through the 
water industry NEP

km enhanced through the 
FCRM programme

km enhanced through partner(ship)s

km enhanced through EA 
regulatory and other activity

Source



Progress for first 2 years of plan
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Assumption that a measure leads to 
the rivers being improved

• Only capture actual 
physical interventions
• Advice and guidance excluded 

unless evidence of subsequent 
“on the ground action”

• Length of enhancement 
based on local expert 
judgement within 
framework guidance
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3 km

1.2 km
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2.2 km

Various land management projects 
including Yorkshire Wildlife Trust restoring 
the River Wiske and Tutt and Yorkshire 
Dales Rivers Trust Mid Swale tribs, 



Disproportionate values

• Some actions (e.g. eel pass) give rise to much 
higher kms than other actions (e.g. mitigation 
measures in HMWB).

• Km enhanced should not be used to prioritise 
delivery or funding allocation.

• Economic valuation to provide indication of 
benefits to people and wildlife
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Progress for first 2 years of plan
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River Dove, Burton Upon Trent – 36Km
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14Porter Brook, Sheffield

0.8 Km



EXTRA SLIDES
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Forecast delivery 2021/22
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18Wyre poop chute! 1Km
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Risk of double counting

• Many water bodies are failing for multiple 
issues

• Several interventions from different 
sectors needed to achieve objectives.  

• We want to record all enhancements and the 
contribution of each partner.

• We don’t want to discourage ongoing delivery 
or multiple interventions in water bodies
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Encouraging Integrated Delivery
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Area progress to 2017/18 targets
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What will be the targets?
The target for England is to enhance 8000km 
of the water environment by 2021 based on 
RBMP objectives
An objective to improve one of more elements 
in a length or river
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EA to lead on collating the information
Area Integrated Environment Planning teams will lead on collating 
and reporting the information
Catchment partnerships to report additional delivery
Report only work linked to RBMP outcomes (i.e. element status 
objectives and protected area requirements)
Learning by doing, the quarterly cycle
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Engage to 
collate info 
for Q report

QA Provide report

June Q1 reporting JulySept Q2 reporting Oct
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Before

After

Full Sutton Pollution Prevention Campaign
2.7 Km



Areas prioritise their programme to maximise the following:
“Doing the right thing”

Catchments 
function more 
naturally.
Water Quality 
and quantity is 
improved

WLB Outcomes and priorities
• Evidence based outcomes (Km enhanced only used an indicator)
• Delivers Protected Areas and water body status improvements and prevents real deterioration.
• Targeted in priority water bodies 

Water is an 
economic 
asset

Value for money, demonstrated through
• 50% non-Defra GIA partnership co-funding
• Cost benefit analysis

The number of 
people 
involved is 
increased

Partnership by default

A shared vision Integrated projects delivering multiple benefits: 

Better Urban 
design

Urban projects (£1 million in the national WEIF programme is required)

Leadership Confidence in project and partner delivery capability

£


